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Brocker’s valuation-theoretic characterization of fans in a formally real field is extended to 
skew fields with involution. It is shown how each fan of a *-field arises as the pullback of a trivial 
fan in the residue skew field of a valuation. 
1. Introduction and notation 
In a formally real field, a fan is a certain special intersection of positive cones of 
orderings. Fans are very important to the study of quadratic forms over the field. 
The current status of the theory for commutative fields is well summarized in [9]. 
Our interest here will be in a *-field (D, *); that is, a skew field D with an involu- 
tion *. The concept of *-ordering is due to Holland [8], though we shall use the 
definitions of [4,5]. For any subset A of D, we shall write AX for the set of 
nonzero elements in A. We shall write S(D) for the set of symmetric elements 
{LED (d-d”}. 
An extended *-ordering (called ‘strong ordering’ in [8]) is a subset P of D satisfy- 
ing P+PcP; 1eP; dPd*cP, for all deDX; PU-P>S(D)‘; Pn-P=0 and 
P. PC P. A *-ordering is the set of symmetric elements in an extended *-ordering. 
These correspond best with orderings in the commutative case (with * = identity) 
since no one can be contained in another (see [3,4] for details). The importance of 
fans in this setting was demonstrated in [5, $61 where they are used to characterize 
the image of the Witt group of hermitian forms over (0, *) inside the ring of con- 
tinuous functions on the set of all *-orderings X,, where hermitian forms induce 
functions via their signatures. In fact, this set X, forms a space of orderings in the 
sense of Marshall [lo]. Fans are used in his abstract setting to prove the results 
necessary for [S] (see [l 1 I). For this reason, it is important to understand their form 
as subsets of D. 
Given a *-ordering P, we define Pe to be the maximal extended *-ordering con- 
taining P. The set Pe can be explicitly defined in terms of the order valuation of 
P; this is the valuation up associated to the ring of archimedean classes determined 
by P, namely A(P) = {d E D / 0 5 dd*< n, for some n E Z}. Holland [7,8] has shown 
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that this is a *-valuation ring (i.e. is closed under the involution *, or equivalently, 
up(d) = up(d*) for all de Dx). The concept of valuation here is the usual one from 
[12], though we shall always add the additional condition that it respect the in- 
volution. 
The role of the set of sums of squares in the commutative theory is played here 
by Z=Z(D), the set of all sums of products of norms (i.e., elements of the form 
dd*) and elements of the commutator group [D’,KS(D)], where J7S(D) is the 
group of nonzero products of symmetric elements. We write S(Z) or S@‘(D)) for 
Z(D)ftS(D), which as in Artin-Schreier theory, turns out to be the intersection of 
all *-orderings [8]. 
Following [5, Definition 3.51, we define an extended preorder-kg of (0, *) to be 
asubset T~D~satisfyingT+Tc_T,dTd*~T(d~D~),Z~T, -leTand T. TcT. 
Again, a preordering is the set of symmetric elements in an extended preordering, 
and any preordering has a natural choice of extended preordering denoted Te such 
that Ten S(D) = T [5, Theorem 3.61. The smallest extended preordering is ,Y and 
the smallest preordering is S(E). 
A preordering T is called a fin if for each subgroup of S(D)’ . Te (= I7S(D). Te 
by [S, Lemma 1.11) of index two containing Te and excluding - 1, the set of sym- 
metric elements therein forms a preordering. For other equivalent characterizations 
of fans, see [5, Proposition 6.51 and Theorem 2.8 below. 
The notion of compatibility between a *-ordering P and a *-valuation u is essen- 
tially the same as the commutative case [5, Theorem 4.21. They are said to be com- 
patible if O<a_c b with respect to P implies v(a)? v(b) in the value group. A 
preordering Tis said to be compatible with a *-valuation if some *-ordering in XT, 
the set of all *-orderings containing T, is compatible with v. In addition, T is said 
to be fully compatible with v if every *-ordering in X, is compatible with v. 
Our main goal in this paper is to extend to r-fields the valuation theoretic charac- 
terization of fans due to Brocker [l, $21 in which he shows that each fan arises as 
the pullback of a trivial fan on the residue field of some *-valuation. As for com- 
mutative fields, we shall call a fan trivial if it is a *-ordering or is the intersection 
of two *-orderings. The extension of Brocker’s theorem is Theorem 2.13 below and 
an appropriate *-valuation is explicitly constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.12. 
The paper concludes with an application of this theorem to *-fields in which the 
preordering S(Z) is a fan. Following the commutative terminology introduced by 
Brown [2], we call these superordered *-fields. 
2. Fans and valuations 
Let T be a preordering of (0, *). Let X$! denote the set of *-orderings containing 
Tand compatible with a *-valuation v. In [4, Theorem 3.41 we have generalized the 
usual correspondence for commutative fields between orderings compatible with a 
valuation and orderings of the residue class field. In this paper we shall need to 
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generalize slightly further to *-orderings in X$ We recall from 14, Definition 2.11 
that a *-valuation u is said to be real if 0 eZ(D,) and the image of [II’, S(D)‘] is 
contained in Z(D,). We note that the latter condition can be weakened somewhat. 
Proposition 2.1. Let v be a *-valuation for which [D’, S(D)‘] has image contained 
in some extended *-ordering P” of the residue field D,. Then Z(D) =E(D,), 
S@(D)) = S(Z(D,)) and v is a real *-valuation compatible with S(Z). 
Proof. First we note that Z(D) c Z(D,). For, if d = C aia:c; E Z(D) fl U, , ai E Dx, 
ci E [DX, IZS(D)], then either all the terms lie in A,, in which case we immediately 
obtain de_Z(D,), or we divide by the term of minimum value and reduce to obtain 
0 E.Z(D,), a contradiction of the existence of a *-ordering on D, . This implies that 
u is real. Restricting our attention to symmetric elements yields S@(D)) = S(C(D,)). 
In particular, - 1 C# S@(D)) and it is easily seen that S(X(D)) is a preordering of D. 
Since S(Z(D,)) is also a preordering, we have o compatible with S@(D)) by [5, 
Proposition 4.51. 0 
One consequence of this proposition is that every *-ordering of the residue field 
lifts to D, which is what one would expect from the commutative case. However, 
this is not true for orderings of skew fields without involution [6]. 
The classical theorem of Baer and Krull [9, Theorem 3.181 gives a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between orderings of a field compatible with a real valuation u and 
pairs consisting of an ordering of the residue class field and a character of the value 
group modulo even elements. This was extended to *-fields in [4, Theorem 3.41. We 
now need a more general version for X31. Let r be the value group of a real 
*-valuation u and write S(T) for the set u(S(D)‘), a subgroup of r because u is real 
[4]. As in the classical situation, we must find some kind of a section S(T) -+ S(D)‘. 
The proof of our extension of [4, Theorem 3.41 is the same as the original proof, 
with the exception that we must replace the semisection of that argument by what 
we shall call a T-semisection. This is a mapping s : S(T) -+ S(D)x satisfying the pro- 
perties of [3, Theorem 2.71 (in particular, u(.s(y)) = v) and the new property that for 
t E T, we have s(o(t)) E T. We shall give an explicit construction of the mapping s. 
First set s(O) = 1. For 6 E r, choose dE Dx such that u(d) = 6 and set ~(26) = dd*. 
Let {oi} be a set of representatives in u(T) for a U2Z-basis of u(T)/2T. For each 
i, choose s(oi) E T with u(s(a;)) = ai. Let {pi} be representatives for a Z/2Z-basis 
of S(T)/u( T) and choose each S(pi) E S(D) with I&Y(&)) =pi. Now any element of 
S(T) has a unique expression of the form C pi + C (Y; + 26 and we define 
where ~(26) = dd*. With this definition of s, Theorem 2.7 of [3] again holds and 
now, for t E T, s(u(t)) E T. The proof of [4, Theorem 3.41 now carries over to give 
a proof of the following: 
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Theorem 2.2. Let u be a real *-valuation on (0, *) with T-semisection s : S(T) + Dx. 
(1) Let PeXji. Then P={~ED~ (aEP, u(a)=03 lies in Xrand o(j$s(y)~Pfor 
all yes(r) defines a homomorphism o: S(T)/v(T)+ { -f-l}. 
(2) Let P E XT and o E Hom(S(T)/u(T), (k 1)). Then 
P= (a E S(D) ( as(u(a)))‘o(u(a)) E P”} 
lies in XF. 
(3) Theprocesses of statements (1) and (2) give a btj’ective correspondence between 
the sets X)i and XT x Hom(S(T)/u(T), { &I)). Furthermore, this bijection is a 
homeomorphism when the sets of *-orderings are given their usual topologies (cf. 
14, $41) and the character group Hom(S(T)/u( T), { + l}) is given the character group 
topology. 0 
The final statement on the topologies is almost immediate from the definitions. In 
the notation of [4], and writing G* for the character group Hom(S(T)/u(T), {-t l>), 
the clopen set H(a) c X,, for a E S(D)‘, corresponds to 
(c7.E G* 1 a(o(a)) = l} xH(as(u(a))-’ +s(u(a))-‘a) 
U {aeG* ) o(u(a))= -I} xH(-as(u(a))-‘-s(u(a)))‘a). 
Lemma 2.3. Let d E ITS(D). Then d- ‘d* lies in the commutator group [LB(D), S(D)‘]. 
Proof. Since d E ITS(D), it can be written in the form d = sl s2 .a. s,, si E S(D). We 
then have d-‘d*=s;’ ..+s;~s,... sl = 1 modulo commutators of symmetric elements 
and ZTS(D). 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let v be a real *-valuation. Any unit in ZZS(D) can be written as the 
product of a symmetric unit and an element of U, nITS(D)nE(D), where U, 
denotes the units in the valuation ring of u. 
Proof. Let uEU,nIZS(D). We can write u=(u+u*)(l+~-l~*)-l, where US-U* 
lies in S(D) and is a unit by [3, Lemma 2.61. Also, u-ru* E E(D) by Lemma 
2.3, hence (1 +u~‘t,t*))‘~Z(D). Since (1 +u-~u*))~ =(u+u*))‘u, it also lies in 
ITS(D) 17 U, . 0 
Theorem 2.5. Let T be a preordering of (D, *) compatible with a *-valuation u. 
Write I- for the value group of v and U for the group of units. Then 
(1) IXrI 1 IX;1 = IS(T)/o(T)I . lxd 
(2) [ITS(D) : TenITS( 2 (S(L-)/u(T)1 . [ZTS(D,) : TenITS(D 
If u is fuhy compatible with T, these inequalities are equalities. Conversely, if the 
left hand side of (2) is finite and either (1) or (2) is an equality, then the *-valuation 
u is fully compatible with T. 
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Proof. Note first that u is real since it is compatible with a preordering, All state- 
ments regarding 1Xr / follow from Theorem 2.2. For the remainder, we consider two 
exact sequences. The valuation, restricted to Z7S(D), induces a short exact sequence 
I -+ (un ns(o))/(unm(o) n 7-e) --, ns(~)/(ns(~) n 7-e) 
+ s(I-)/o/T) -+ 1. 
We obtain another short exact sequence induced by the projection to the residue 
(skew) field of KS(D)fl U; note that Lemma 2.4 assures us that elements of this 
group can be written as symmetric units modulo Te, so that we have 
i -+ u,/(rirs(o) n u-7 me) + (ns(D) n u)/(ns(~) n un me) 
+ z7s(D, )/(z7s(D,) n Te) --f I, 
where V, = KS(D) n (1 + m,) . (L%(D) n Lln Te). Using these two sequences, we 
obtain 
[ns(o) : m(D)n T~I = JS(I-)/U(T)J. J(unm(~))/(unz7s(~)n Te)J 
= [S(r)/o(T)[. ~ns(o,)/(ms(~,)n T’)I 
. 1 u,/(ns(~~ n un ~e)l 
> (S(T)/o(T)(. p7s(D,):ns(D,)nTe~, 
which is (2). From [5, Proposition 4.5, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 3.91, we 
know that u is fully compatible with T e Z’IS(D)fl(l + m,) c DS(D)fl Te H 
( U&L’S(D) rl Ufl T’)I = 1. This implies equality in (2), and the converse implica- 
tion holds if the left-hand side of (2) is finite. 0 
Let T be a preordering of (0, *). We now turn our attention to certain specific 
*-valuations known to be compatible with T. For any *-ordering PEX,, the 
valuation up defined in the introduction is compatible with P [8], and hence com- 
patible with T. We shall write AT for the *-valuation ring 
n A(P) (PEXT), 
where the product is the operation inside D. We write uT for the corresponding 
*-valuation. For each PEX~, we have 1 + (m,,n S(D)) G 1 + (m+ nS(D)) c P, and 
hence contained in the intersection n_ P, which equals T by [5, Corollary 
3.141. This shows that ur is fully compatible with T [5, Proposition 4.51. 
Proposition 2.6. (1) The valuation UT is the finest *-valuation of (0, *) fully com- 
patible with T. 
(2) For any set B c D, write B for the image in D,, of Bn U,,. For PE XT, we 
have A(P) =A(P). 
(3) AT= D, or equivalently, the residue field has no nontrivial *-valuations fulIy 
compatible with 7: 
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Proof. (1) Assume that A is a *-valuation ring properly contained in AT. By defini- 
tion of A,, there exists a *-ordering P E XT such that A(P) g A. We claim that A 
is not compatible with P. Choose an element x E A(P), x $ A. By definition of A(P), 
there exists a positive integer n such that 0 <xx*< n with respect to P. Since A is 
a *-valuation ring, we have xx*$ A, and hence A is not compatible with P. 
(2) BydefinitionA(P)={d~15101dd*<n,forsomen~Z}.Givend~A(P),lift 
to a ED. Then, for some positive integer n, 0 5 aa*< n with respect to P, so a E A(P) 
and ii~A(p). Conversely, if ii~A(p), then for any lifting aeA(P), we obtain an 
inequality 0 5 aa* < n which reduces to show (r E A(P). 
(3) By definition, AT= n {A(P) / PEXT}. By Theorem 2.2, the mapping 
P- P from XT to Xp is surjective, so (2) gives AT=~ {A(P) ( PEX,} = 
fl {A(P) 1 PEX~} =A,=D. 0 
We recall from [5] that, given a preordering T and a nonzero symmetric element 
a$ - T, one obtains a larger preordering as 
T[a]={tl+tt,a~tj~TeU(O}}~S(D)X. 
Proposition 2.7. Let T be apreordering with IITS(D)/(l7S(D) fl Te)l greater than 4. 
Let Pf Q be elements of XT. Let a E Pfl Q, with a $ T. Let v : Dx + r be the order 
valuation of P. If v(T) = S(T), then there exists b E T [-a] such that b lies in P or 
in Q, but not both. 
Proof. Write U, for the units in A(P). Since v(a) E S(T) = v(T), we can write a = tu 
forsometET,~EU~.Thusu=t-‘aliesinP~~Q~butnotinT”andsou~=u+u* 
lies in PflQ, but not in T. It is easy to check that T[-a] = T[-u,] so we may 
assume without loss of generality that a E U,, . First assume that a $ VQ . We may 
replace a by a-l if necessary to assume that aeA(Q). Choose n E Z? with n > a 
with respect to P and set b = n - a E T [-a]. Then b E Pfl -Q as desired. Next assume 
that a E Ue . Write rrp and rQ for the places corresponding to up and VQ, respectively. 
Then rr = n&a) and r2 = nQ(a) may be considered to be positive real numbers. 
(They are symmetric elements in the residue fields of order valuations which can be 
embedded in the real quaternions [7].) We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. r, #r2. We may assume O<r, <r2. Choose a rational number q such that 
r,<q<r, and set b=q-aET[-a]. Then we have Z$(b)<O<?T&b)<W, so that 
bEPn-Q. 
Case 2. r, =r,. Let CEP, ceQ. As with a, we may assume without loss of 
generality that c E U,. Also, replacing c by c-l if necessary, we may assume 
ceA(Q). Set r, =n,(c)>O in R and r2=ze(c)<0 in R. Choose an integer n> -r2 
so that 0 < 1 + r,/n < 1 + r,/n. Now replace a by a(1 + c/n)2 + (1 + c/n)2a, again an 
element of PnQ but not in T because (1 +~/n)~ E T. Then we have np(a)#tQ(a) 
so Case 1 applies. El 
We are now prepared to turn our attention to the special preorderings known as 
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fans. We begin with a very useful characterization of fans in terms of their additive 
behavior. 
Theorem 2.8. Let T be a preordering of (0, *). The following statements are 
equivalent : 
(1) T is a fan. 
(2) For ail b E S(D)‘, if bg -T, then 1 + b E TU bT. 
(3) For all bES(D)X. Te, if be-Te, then (Te+bTe)nS(D)XS Tee TeUbTe. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Assume that T is a fan; i.e., XT= {PnS(D)’ 1 P is a subgroup of 
S(D)x. Te of index 2, Te c P, - 1 @P}. Let b E S(D)‘, with be -T and consider 
the set M= TeU bT’. It is a multiplicative subgroup of S(D)x. Te of index 2, con- 
taining M and excluding -I. Now M= n P, where P ranges over all subgroups of 
S(D)’ - Te of index 2 containing Mand excluding - 1. By hypothesis, the symmetric 
elements in each such P form a *-ordering, so MflS(D) is a preordering. In par- 
ticular, it is closed under addition, contains 1 and b and thus contains 1 + b. Since 
b is symmetric, 1 + b lies in T if it lies in Te and if it lies in bTe, then 1 + b = 
b(1 +b-‘)EbT. 
(2) * (3). Let b E S(D)‘. Te, t E Te such that 1 + bt E S(D)‘. Te. Then 1 + bt has 
sign with respect to each Pe for PE X,. By (2), we know that 1 + (bt + t*b*)/2 E 
TU(bt + t*b*)TC TU bTe; the last containment follows from the fact that, writing 
b=stO, FESS, toe Te, we have bt+t*b*=b(t+t;‘[ss’,t*]t*t$[t-]*,s-’])EbTe. 
Now if (1 + bt)/2 + (1 + bt)*/2 = 1 + (bt + t*b*)/2 lies in T, then 1 + bt E Pe for all 
PE Xr, hence 1 + bt E Te. And if it lies in bT’, then b-‘(1 + bt) e Pe for all PE X,, 
hence b-‘(1 + bt) E Te and 1 + bt E bTe. Finally, for tl, t2e Te with t1 + bt2E 
S(D)’ - Te, we obtain tl + bt, = (1 + bt2t;‘)t, E TeU bTe, as desired. 
(3) * (1). Let P be a subgroup of index 2 in S(D)‘. Te containing Te and ex- 
cluding - 1. We must show that PnS(D)X is a *-ordering. We shall show that it is 
closed under addition; all other properties of a *-ordering follow easily (cf. [5, Pro- 
position 6.61). Let a, b E Pfl S(D)‘. By (3), we have (Te+a-lbTe)nS(D)X. Tee 
TeUa-‘bTe. Multiplication by a yields (aT’+ bTe) OS(D)” . Te c aT’U bTe, and 
thus a+b lies in (aTeUbTe)ns(D)rP. Cl 
Next we begin to look at how fans interact with valuations. 
Proposition 2.9. Let v be a *-valuation and let T be a preordering of (0, *). 
(1) If v is compatible with T and T is a fan, then T is a fan. 
(2) If v is fully compatible with T, then T is a fan iff T is a fan. 
Proof. (1) Let bE CJ,, such that BEST, 66 -T. We may assume bES(D)X and, 
of course, be -T. Since T is a fan, the element 1 + b lies in T or bT, and therefore 
its image lies in T or 6T. Thus T is a fan by Theorem 2.8. 
(2) Assume 1 + (m, OS(D)) c T and T is a fan. Let b E S(D)’ with be -T. If 
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bent,, thenl+bETbycompatibility.IfbGA,, then l+b.‘El+(m,flS(D))cT, 
and hence l+b=b(l+b~‘)~bT. Finally, if beU,, then i+g.TUbTsince Tis 
a fan. Using compatibility once more, we obtain 1 + b E TU bT. q 
It follows from [5, Proposition 6.51 that a fan T is trivial iff IS(D)“. Te/Te( 14; 
we shall call T nontriviaf if /S(D)” - Te/Tej >4. We shall see the importance of this 
distinction later in our main characterization theorem. 
Corollary 2.10. Let T be a nontrivial fan and let PEX, with order valuation 
vp:DX --t IY Then vp(T) #S(T). In particular, up is a nontrivial valuation and thus 
P is nonarchimedean. 
Proof. Assume that up(T) = S(T) and choose an element a E Pn Q, a $ T, where 
P,QEX,. By Theorem 2.8 we have T[-a] c TeU-aTe. But no element of Te or 
-aTe can separate the *-orderings P and Q, contradicting Proposition 2.7. 0 
Proposition 2.11. Let T be a fan and let v be a *-vaiuation for which the subset S(T) 
of r is a subgroup. Zf v(T) contains no nontrivial convex subgroup of S(T), then 
v is fuily compatible with T. 
Proof. By [S, Proposition 4.51 it will suffice to show that t + (m,nS(D)) c T for 
any tETnU,. Let tETnU, and mEm,nS(D). 
Case 1. v(m) $ u(T). In this case m 6 -T so Theorem 2.8 implies that t + m E 
T’U mT”. Since t + m is a unit and v(m) $ v(T), t + m cannot lie in mTe and there- 
fore must lie in T. 
Case 2. v(m) E v(T). Since v(T) contains no nontrivial convex subgroup of S(T), 
we can apply [9, Lemma 12.141 to obtain the existence of an element y E S(T), y $ v(T) 
such that O<y<v(m). Choose any dES(D) with v(d)=y. Then, for tE TflU,, we 
havet+m=(t+d)+(m-d)witht+d~U,(sincev(t)=O,o(d)=y>O)andt+d~T 
by Case 1 since v(d) $ v(T). Also, v(d) = y< v(m) implies that u(m - d) = v(d) $ v(T), 
so m - d E m, and we can again apply Case 1 to show that t + m lies in T. 0 
Theorem 2.12. Let T be a nontrivial fan. Then AT$D. In particular, there exists 
a nontrivial valuation fully compatible with T. 
Proof. Let P be any *-ordering in X,. By Corollary 2.10 we have up(T) # S(T,), 
where r, denotes the value group of up. The convex subgroups of the ordered 
group S(T,) lying inside vp(T) form a chain under inclusion. Let d be the union 
of the chain, the largest convex subgroup of S(Tp) contained in vp(T). Let do= 
{ y E rp ( y 5 6, for some 6 E A}, a convex subgroup of rp with d,fl S(Tp) = d . Next 
we coarsen up to a *-valuation vO: D-+ F’,‘,=r,/A,. The valuation v. is fully com- 
patible with T by Proposition 2.11. Now 
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so that [S(To) : u,(T)] = [S(T,) : up(T)] > 1, and thus u. is nontrivial. The valuation 
ur is also nontrivial by Proposition 2.6 with A, contained in the valuation ring 
of 00. 0 
Finally we come to our main theorem extending the work of Brocker [l]. 
Theorem 2.13. Let T be a preordering of (0, *) and set v = vT. The following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(1) T is a fan. 
(2) [IZS(D,) : T“fiI7S(D,)] 5 4 (i.e. the induced fan T on D, is trivial). 
(3) There exists a *-valuation v. fully compatible with T such that T pushes 
down to a trivial fan on D,. 
(4) ~S(T,)/o(T)~ 2 [ITS(D) : Tef717S(D)]/4. 
Proof. (1) * (2). By Proposition 2.9(l), we know that T is a fan in D,. If 
[JLS(D,) : T’flZ7S(D,)] ~8, then T is nontrivial and Theorem 2.12 implies there 
exists a nontrivial valuation on D, fully compatible with ir. But this is impossible 
since A T= D, by Proposition 2.6(3). Therefore [Z7S(D,) : T’” nZ7S(D,)] 5 4. 
(2) * (3). Take uO=u. 
(3) * (1). By Proposition 2.9(2), we know that T is a fan. 
(2) * (4). Proposition 2.6(l) tells us that u is fully compatible with T. Applying 
Theorem 2.5, we obtain 
IS(~,>/u(T)I = [LLS(D) : Tef-I17S(D)]/[17S(D,) : T’nZIS(D,)] 
2 [Z7S(D) : Te(717S(D)]/‘4. 
(4) * (2). Again using Theorem 2.5, 
lS(l-,)/u(T)l> [US(D) : T’flI7S(D)]/4 
= [S(Q/u(T)j . [IITS : T’fUZS(D,)]/4, 
and we obtain [LLS(D,) : T’nI7S(D,)] 54. 0 
3. Superordered *-fields 
In [2], Brown has defined a superordered field as a formally real field F which 
has as many orderings as possible; i.e. every subgroup of FX of index 2 containing 
all nonzero sums of squares and not containing - 1 is an ordering. We introduce the 
corresponding concept for *-fields. 
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Definition 3.1. The *-field (0, *) is superordered if the set of symmetric elements 
in P is a *-ordering for every subgroup P of S(D)‘. Z(D) of index 2 containing 
Z(D) and excluding - 1. 
From [5, Proposition 6.51, we immediately obtain the following: 
Proposition 3.2. The following statements are equivalent for the *-field D: 
(1) (0, *) is superordered. 
(2) S(Z(D)) is a fan. 
(3) The reduced Witt ring Wred(D, *) is isomorphic to an integral group ring. 0 
In (3), the group ring is in fact Z[S(D)x. Z/G]. One of Brown’s main results 
is a valuation-theoretic characterization of superordered fields. The generalization 
of his theorem to our context is a consequence of Theorem 2.13. 
Proposition 3.3. The *-field D is superordered iff there exists a *-valuation com- 
patible with all *-orderings of (0, *) such that D, has at most two *-orderings. 
Proof. This is just the equivalence of (1) and (3) of Theorem 2.13 for the pre- 
ordering S(Z). 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let v be a *-valuation f&y compatible with S(Z). Then D is super- 
ordered iff D, is superordered. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 2.1, Proposition 2.9(2) and 
Proposition 3.2. 0 
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